
KUWAIT: Boubyan Bank has announced the sponsor-
ship of  Kuwait-Italy Expo 2020, which is due to be
held at Kuwait International Fair, Mishref, during the
period from 6 to 8 February 2020 with the participation
of over 100 Italian companies looking forward to col-
laboration opportunities in the Kuwaiti market. 

In this regard, Zaid Al-Sadoun, Executive Manager -
Business Banking Unit at Boubyan Bank, stated:
“Boubyan Bank’s sponsorship of this event stems from
our keenness on supporting emerging companies in
various lines of businesses, especially since the expo
involves the participation of a number of Italian compa-
nies seeking opportunities of cooperation”.

“Buying international franchises provides investment
opportunities sought after by youth wishing to start
their own businesses and breakthrough in the world of
business. Kuwait-Italy Expo 2020 is a chance for youth
to contract and close up deals with outstanding trade-
marks, and it is planned to hold an introductory work-
shop on the franchise concept at the headquarters of
the National Fund for Small and Medium Enterprise

Development prior to launching the Expo.”, he added. 
Al-Sadoun went on to assert: “Kuwait-Italy Expo

2020 is of major significance for young SMEs’ entre-
preneurs, who are the currently targeted segment. The
expo brings successful business ideas already imple-
mented in various sectors in Italy and presents them
to the Kuwaiti youth, who are looking forward to
applying for funding from the National Fund to kick
off their own projects. The expo also provides a pack-
age of free legal and practical consultancy services
during the expo to guide entrepreneurs on how to
choose the best Italian business project and conclude
a franchise contract.”

Al-Sadoun also noted that a firm specialized in feasi-
bility studies would be readily available to prepare such
studies for entrepreneurs after agreement with an
Italian company so that they can apply for SME funding. 

Boubyan and supporting the business sector
Moreover, Al-Sadoun stressed: “Ever since estab-

lishing its Business Banking Unit, Boubyan Bank has

been focusing on providing a
variety of exceptional privi-
leges and smart, easy and
smooth banking solutions that
understand the needs of vari-
ous projects and entrepreneurs.
A group of our young employ-
ees take care of this, as they
provide 24/7 consultations to
entrepreneurs in addition to
understanding the nature of
Kuwaiti youth and what they
aspire for as soon as they think

of setting up their own business”.
Speaking of business management services, Al-

Sadoun clarified: “There are many banking services
provided by Boubyan Bank to the business sector, such
as managing the company’s accounts, submitting
requests and applications, checking balances, obtaining
account details, and performing many other online
services such as depositing employee salaries, making

local and international remittances, requesting check-
books and audit certificates, checking the details of all
accounts, printing and downloading account state-
ments, deposit service and many other services.”

“The services also include swift and easy online
employee salary transfers, POS terminals which facili-
tate company transactions and make them swifter and
securer as well as the benefits provided by the ePay
gate especially designed for companies and retailers to
help them manage their online transactions,” Al-
Sadoun added. 

Furthermore, Al-Sadoun elaborated: “The banking
services and solutions include ePay service to collect
company payments by sending SMS messages with
receipt numbers to clients so that they can pay them
online using their  own debit cards in addition to the
Visa corporate credit card, especially designed for
companies to provide cardholders with an exceptional
package of benefits and privileges and access to a
number of offers and unique experiences with the
world’s leading trademarks and brands.”
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BP annual profit 
slides to $4.0bn 
on lower oil prices
LONDON: British energy giant BP yesterday said
annual net profit slumped 57 percent to $4.0 billion last
year, hit by weaker oil prices, as long-time chief execu-
tive Bob Dudley bowed out.

The figure, equivalent to 3.6 billion euros, compared
with profit after tax of $9.38 billion in 2018, the company
said in a statement marking the end of American
Dudley’s decade at the helm.

It was announced in October that Irish national
Bernard Looney would replace Dudley, who steps down
after a 40-year career at BP. Looney joined BP in 1991
as a drilling engineer, rising to lead its upstream division
that comprises exploration and production.

“After almost ten years, this is now my last quarter as
CEO,” Dudley said in yesterday’s statement.

“In that time, we have achieved a huge amount

together and I am proud to be handing over a safer and
stronger BP to Bernard and his team.  “I am confident
that under their leadership, BP will continue to success-
fully navigate the rapidly-changing energy landscape,”
he added.

Despite the dive in annual net profit, BP’s share price
surged 4.0 percent in London morning deals.

“BP boosted its dividend... despite a substantial fall in
profits because of weaker crude prices,” noted Neil
Wilson, chief market analyst at Markets.com.  “The wor-
ry for the oil majors now is that we see ongoing demand
destruction in Asia from the coronavirus outbreak that
bleeds into Brent crude prices throughout the year.” BP
noted that average Brent crude prices slid last year to
below $65 per barrel from above $71 in 2018.

Benchmark Brent was trading at around $55 yester-
day after massive falls over the past week linked to the
impact of coronavirus on global energy demand should
the economy tank.

While traditional energy companies remain massive-
ly dependent on income from fossil fuels, in the latter
years of Dudley’s reign BP increasingly moved into
cleaner energies, fuelled by changing public attitudes
and government policies towards carbon emissions and
climate change. — AFP

Disappointing growth
hits Google parent 
Alphabet shares
SAN FRANCISCO: Google parent Alphabet missed
revenue expectations in the fourth quarter despite stel-
lar growth at YouTube and in the cloud, earnings fig-
ures released Monday showed.

Detailing its cloud computing and YouTube revenues
for the first time, Alphabet reported that profits rose 19
percent from a year ago in the quarter to nearly $10.7
billion as revenues increased 17 percent to $46 billion.
Alphabet and Google chief executive Sundar Pichai
touted YouTube as a revenue star at the company, with
ad revenue reaching $15 billion last year in an increase
of about 36 percent from 2018.

YouTube music and television premium services
now have more than 20 million paid subscribers,
according to Pichai. Despite assurances by executives
that Alphabet sees plenty of money-making potential
ahead and is investing to capitalize on long-term
trends, Alphabet shares slipped more than four percent
in after-market trades that followed release of the earn-
ings figures.

The California tech giant, which dominates online
search and makes the Android mobile operating sys-
tem, has been working to reduce its dependence on the
digital advertising which delivers most of its cash. “Our
investments in deep computer science, including artifi-
cial intelligence, ambient computing and cloud comput-
ing, provide a strong base for continued growth and
new opportunities across Alphabet,” said Pichai.

The company said its cloud computing services took
in $2.6 billion in revenue during the last three-month
period-up more than 50 percent-and nearly $9 billion
for the year.

Chief financial officer Ruth Porat said Alphabet will
ramp-up hiring this year. Much of that will be engineer-
ing talent for its cloud division which competes with
cloud market-leaders Amazon and Microsoft. “We are
leaning into investing for long-term growth,” Porat said.

“That has been a key principle here and continues
to be.” Google advertising took in the majority of rev-
enue at $38 billion in the quarter, and more than 80
percent of its annual revenues of $162 billion. Colin
Sebastian, an analyst at Baird, said the earnings report
showed “a deceleration” in growth for Google, which
may have been due to the impact of fewer holiday
shopping days.

Highlighting YouTube
Despite that, Sebastian said he sees “no change to

our positive long-term thesis” for Alphabet. Analyst
Nicole Perrin at eMarketer said the results highlight
the significance of YouTube, the popular video service
for which Alphabet had not up to now disclosed finan-
cial data.

“This is something investors have been looking for,
but the information should also give advertisers valu-
able information about the importance of YouTube as a
digital ad vehicle,” Perrin said.

“YouTube is growing strongly according to this
report, and revenues are above where eMarketer had
thought they were.” Alphabet’s “other bets” which
include Waymo autonomous vehicles, life sciences and
drone delivery, took in $172 million in revenue in the
final three months of the year, ending the 12 months
with a big operating loss.

The results come with the company facing intense
pressure around the globe over its dominance of the
online ecosystem. It also has been at the center of a
dispute over tax policy for multinational firms. Global
negotiators are seeking a new treaty on how to tax
digital operations spanning the globe.

“It is something we always need to take a look at,”
Pichai said on an earnings call with investors and oth-
ers, when asked how regulatory or taxation moves
could affect Alphabet’s bottom line.

“We are engaged in these issues and we anticipate
and structurally work on them early on.” Indian-born
Pichai, who had been CEO of Google, was promoted
last year to the same role at Alphabet. — AFP

In this file photo taken on November 21, 2019, the
Google and YouTube logos are seen at the entrance to
the Google offices in Los Angeles, California. — AFP

Britain to ban 
new petrol and 
hybrid cars 
from 2035
LONDON: Britain will ban the sale
of new petrol, diesel and hybrid cars
from 2035, five years earlier than
planned, in an attempt to reduce air
pollution that could herald the end
of over a century of reliance on the
internal combustion engine. Prime
Minister Boris Johnson is seeking to
use the announcement to elevate the
United Kingdom’s environmental
credentials after he sacked the head
of a Glasgow UN Climate Change
Conference planned for November
known as COP26.

“We have to deal with our CO2
emissions, and that is why the UK is
calling for us to get to net zero as
soon as possible, to get every coun-
try to announce credible targets to
get there - that’s what we want from
Glasgow,” Johnson said on Tuesday
at a launch event for COP26 at
London’s Science Museum, along-
side broadcaster and naturalist
David Attenborough.

“We know as a country, as a
society, as a planet, as a species, we
must now act.” The two-week
COP26 summit is seen as a moment
of truth for the 2015 Paris

Agreement to combat global warm-
ing with responsibility for persuad-
ing big polluting countries to agree
more ambitious emissions cuts
falling on the British hosts.

Britain has pledged to reach net
zero by 2050, but Greenpeace UK
Head of Politics Rebecca Newsom
said Johnson needed to take broad-
er action than cleaning up transport.

“We need a complete rethink of
the way we power our economy,
build homes, move around and grow
our food,” she said. Britain’s step
amounts to a victory for electric
cars that if copied globally could hit
the wealth of oil producers, as well
as transform the car industry and
one of the icons of 20th Century
capitalism: the automobile itself.

Countries and cities around the
world have announced plans to
crack down on diesel vehicles fol-
lowing the 2015 Volkswagen emis-
sions scandal and the EU is intro-
ducing tougher carbon dioxide
rules. The mayors of Paris, Madrid,
Mexico City and Athens have said
they plan to ban diesel vehicles from
city centers by 2025. France is
preparing to ban the sale of fossil
fuel-powered cars by 2040 and
Norway’s parliament has set a non-
binding goal that by 2025 all cars
should be zero emissions.

Electric vehicles
While some automakers may find

it hard to countenance the end of
the combustion engine, others have
embraced a future in which electric

vehicles prevail. The ban poses a
threat to German jobs as Britain is
the biggest global export market for
its car manufacturers, amounting to
about 20 percent of global sales,
and electric cars take less time to
build than combustion-engined or
hybrid variants. The government
said that, subject to consultation, it
planned to bring forward an end to
the sale of new petrol and diesel
cars and vans to 2035, or earlier if a
faster transition was possible.

Diesel and petrol models still
account for 90 percent of sales in
Britain, and prospective buyers of
greener models are worried about
the limited availability of charging
points, the range of certain models
and the cost.

The government said last year it
was providing an extra 2.5 million
pounds ($3.25 million) to fund the
installation of more than 1,000 new
charge points for electric vehicles on
residential streets. It has also pro-
vided investment for the develop-
ment of electric vehicle technology.

Johnson’s launch of COP26 was
marred by a stinging attack on the
prime minister by the summit’s for-
mer head Clare O’Neill who was
sacked from the post last week.
Johnson declined to answer any
questions on O’Neill, but last week
the government said the role would
be filled by a minister. A government
source suggested her replacement
would most likely to announced in a
wider reshuffle of government posts
expected this month. —Reuters


